Modern marketers are tasked with a daunting challenge. They must balance the needs and priorities of the customers (love) with those of the business shareholders (money). In other words, they must strive to meet and exceed the expectations of empowered customers while adding shareholder value by providing positive (and quantifiable) results through their activities.

This report highlights the conundrum of balancing the needs of the shareholders and the customers and how top performing CMOs are able to overcome this challenge by using journey management, omni-channel, and analytics as key ingredients of their activities.
Bridging the gap between love (the customers) & money (the shareholders) are top priorities for CMOs

Between January and March of 2015, Aberdeen Group surveyed 207 businesses regarding the key trends and activities influencing customer experience management (CEM) and marketing programs. The findings revealed that modern marketers must straddle two different sets of expectations.

Company shareholders expect the business to provide additional value, and have little patience to wait on the long-term benefits of a strategy — rather; it expects to see strong results in the short-term. The customers, on the other hand, expect the business to prioritize their needs above anything else.

Figure 1 shows that CMOs are under pressure to incorporate (and align) the expectations of both customers and shareholders with their activities to resolve this dilemma.

Figure 1: The CMO’s Agenda: Customer Experiences & Financial Gains Come Hand-in-Hand

Survey participants comprised firms in business-to-business (B2B), business-to-consumer (B2C) and mix-model (B2B and B2C as well as B2B2C) organizations.

Marketing practitioners across different levels within the business participated in the study. Fifty-nine percent of these marketers represent senior management and decision makers, while 41% represent marketing operations staff, which provides us with a complete view of the strategic priorities of marketers as well their experiences when executing on their plans.
Specifically, findings in the above figure indicate that retaining existing buyers is top of mind for the CMO. Since unhappy consumers are more likely to stop doing business with an organization, improvement in customer retention rate is a reflection of a firm’s success. However, retention rates are also a leading indicator of an organization’s financial performance.

When a business loses customers, it needs to make up for the lost revenue by growing the wallet share of existing accounts and/or spending more on marketing campaigns to acquire new buyers. Both of these activities result in additional costs, which have an effect on profitability, affecting the expectations of the shareholders.

Also, important to note in Figure 1, is the CMO’s goal of improving customer profit margins. This refers to maximizing the value of each account by minimizing marketing costs and increasing spend with each buyer. Similar to customer retention rates, profitability is a measure that represents success in bridging the gap between customer expectations and financial outcomes. To maximize profitability, marketers must understand and address the precise needs of the customers. They must also ensure that their activities are executed seamlessly in order to delight the shareholders with reduced costs and increased buyer spend. In short, CMOs must create happy and satisfied customers who spend more, resulting in less company spend on marketing to acquire new accounts, saving money for the business, or allowing the business to invest in other initiatives.

Now that we’ve uncovered how the divide between the shareholders and the customers influences the CMO’s agenda, let’s observe the struggles companies face in mitigating this challenge.

---

Definitions:

For the purposes of this research, Aberdeen makes the following definitions:

**Customer experience management (CEM):** a continuum of business activities executed on an enterprise level to interact with buyers via different channels and devices throughout the entire customer lifecycle.

**Journey management:** a set of customer / company conversations taking place across numerous channels where the nature / context of interactions are unique. The customer lifecycle is made up of numerous journeys. Each phase in the customer lifecycle can be considered a unique journey. For example, when organizations are looking to raise awareness for their products / services, potential buyers interacting with the firm are taken on an ‘awareness’ journey. Similarly, after closing a sale, companies take buyers through an ‘onboarding’ journey. For the purposes of this research, Aberdeen uses the terms ‘customer journey’ and ‘buyer journey’ synonymously.
Marketeters Struggle with Managing the Customer Journey

The modern buyer / seller conversations are best represented in the form of a journey. In fact, Aberdeen’s March 2015 *CEM Executive’s Agenda 2015: Leading the Customer Journey to Success* study shows that companies use an average of four channels through the course of customer conversations, from raising awareness to cross-sell / up-sell and loyalty. Customer expectations at each phase of these interactions can vary. Therefore, meeting the needs of the customers requires modern marketing leadership to stay in-tune with those changes and adapt marketing activities accordingly. Table 1 below shows that timely and deep understanding of buyer needs is the top challenge keeping marketing leaders up at night.

**Table 1: Big Challenge: Balancing Short-Term & Long-Term Needs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Challenges (n=447)</th>
<th>Marketers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers have access to a wealth of information on many competitive products / services, changing the dynamics of buyer relationships</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to generate enough content to fuel omni-channel customer conversations</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of budget to execute desired marketing campaigns</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Aberdeen Group, May 2015

Findings from the March 2015 *Big Data in CEM: The Path to Productive Employees & Happy Customers* study sheds light into why marketers are challenged with managing the customer journey (see sidebar on page 3). It shows that currently, 96% of marketers are not satisfied with their ability to use existing data when designing marketing programs to orchestrate buyer journeys. Overcoming this challenge and understanding where,
when, and how the current customer conversations evolve should be a key focus for marketing leaders. Indeed, those who mitigate this challenge by better utilizing historical and real-time data are well-positioned to guide marketing programs to identify and address evolving buyer needs. This helps them satisfy the customers as well as drive positive financial results through happy customers, hence meet the expectations of the shareholders.

*The Benefits of Journey Management in Modern Marketing*

When executed effectively, journey management is a powerful activity that helps marketers attain the short-term and financial expectations of the shareholders, as well as meet and exceed the rapidly changing demands of customers. Figure 2 illustrates that marketers orchestrating buyer journeys outpace competitors across several key metrics, including return on marketing investments (ROMI — see sidebar) and revenue from customer referrals.

*Figure 2: Managing Customer Journeys Boosts Performance*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Percentage of Companies with a Customer Journey Management Program</th>
<th>Percentage of All Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return on marketing investments (ROMI)</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of positive mentions through social media channels</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from customer referrals</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer win-back rate</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sales cycle</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sell and up-sell revenue</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent of respondents, n=207

Source: Aberdeen Group, April 2015

Definition: Return on Marketing Investments (ROMI)

For the purposes of this research, Aberdeen defines ROMI as a performance measure indicating the incremental sales that an organization can attribute directly to a marketing strategy.
How CMOs Satisfy The Money with Average Sales Cycle

Average sales cycle refers to the average time elapsed between an initial contact with a prospect to the sale of a product or service, converting the prospect from buyer to a customer. Improving (reducing) this metric is an indicator of a CMO’s ability to rapidly move qualified prospects through the marketing and sales funnel and into opportunity resulting in closed / won business (in collaboration with the sales teams).

Shortening the sales cycle indicates that marketing has contributed in converting prospects and in enabling sales. This drives increased revenue for the business — a key expectation of the shareholders. Marketers with a journey management program shrink the sales cycle by 16.8% year-over-year, compared to 0.9% by All Others.

It’s important to note that the performance results depicted above provide an illustration of the benefits of adopting a formal journey management program. Marketers are already managing different phases of buyer / seller interactions, from raising awareness of a product via multi-touch campaigns to re-targeting existing buyers for cross-sell and up-sell opportunities. However, when those activities are executed in an ad-hoc fashion, marketing performance can suffer. This is where establishing a formal program to manage customer journeys comes in. Marketing leaders and CMOs who design and incorporate a customer journey management strategy as part of their overall activities enjoy a 54% greater annual improvement in ROMI, compared to All Others (24.9% vs. 16.2%). ROMI is a metric that well represents a marketer’s ability to satisfy the shareholders. Hence, we can state that CMOs with a sound journey management strategy are able to meet the expectations of the shareholders. But, what about the customers; how does journey management help on that end?

Marketers successfully using journey management increase revenue from customer referrals by more than three-times, compared to All Others (17.9% vs. 5.1%). Driving referral revenue is no easy feat. It is a true testament of an organization’s ability to satisfy buyers so much so that they become evangelists of the company brand, products / services and encourage their own networks to become customers. From that perspective, the drastic difference between the performances of CMOs with a sound journey management strategy versus All Others validates that the former also satisfies the customers.

An interesting observation related to the results illustrated in Figure 2 is the number of positive social media mentions (buzz) enjoyed by journey management users. Aberdeen’s August 2014 Social Customer Care: Steps to Success in 2014 study noted that
social media serves as a lever to amplify the positive or negative sentiment about a brand. It indicated that when used effectively, social media helps firms strengthen connections with their buyers. The performance results of CMOs with a journey management strategy indicate that they also excel in utilizing social media as an enabler to bond with customers.

While we’ve learned that a sound journey management strategy helps CMOs bridge the gap between love and money, we also noted that marketers face a series of challenges impacting their ability to successfully manage buyer journeys. Let’s now take a look at how top performing CMOs tackle these challenges.

### Requirements to Successfully Orchestrate a Customer Journey

The first step in mapping and managing the customer journey is streamlining customer data management. This refers to an organization’s ability to seamlessly capture, store, analyze and use customer data to support marketing campaigns executed across numerous channels. Aberdeen’s *Big Data in CEM* study shows that 96% of marketers are not satisfied with their ability to use customer data. However, there is a leading group of CMOs, named as Best-in-Class, who overcome this challenge and enjoy the performance results outlined in the sidebar. Figure 3 provides a view of their activities to accomplish these results.
How Role-based Reporting Improves Performance

Best-in-Class marketers are 74% more likely to incorporate role-based reporting tools into their arsenal, compared to All Others. This refers to providing each stakeholder with tailored views of data (including marketing activity results as well as customer transactions) they need to do their jobs.

For example, CMOs are concerned about how their activities influence customer experience results as well as the financial health of the business. Thus, role-based reporting helps them access only these insights in an aggregated fashion to make educated business decisions. Conversely, this same capability also enables marketing staff with detailed views of campaign results so they can manage the more granular elements of their marketing activities.

Overall, providing different levels of marketing organizations — from CMOs to marketing campaign managers — with role-based reporting tools helps them do their jobs better, enabling firms to accomplish results needed to satisfy the customers and the shareholders.

Savvy CMOs (also referred to as “Best-in-Class”) understand the importance of delighting customers. This is validated by their focus on incorporating customer feedback and behavioral data within strategic decision-making activities, an activity where they lead All Others by 35% greater adoption (50% vs 37%). By using analytical tools such as business intelligence and marketing automation, marketers are able to identify the elements of specific campaigns correlated with driving better results across key metrics such as ROMI and conversion rates. As a result, they are well-positioned to replicate successful tactics to enhance customer experiences while satisfying the shareholders through greater performance.

The ability to ensure accuracy of business decisions based on customer data hinges on the quality of data, referring to an organization’s ability to have an integrated and real-time view of all the customer conversations taking place across numerous channels. Once again, savvy marketers understand the importance of this capability and are therefore 31% more likely than All Others to standardize data captured across different sources (51% vs. 39%). This activity allows firms to more easily integrate data captured across different channels (e.g., web, social media and email), and empowering CMOs with vital

Figure 3: Savvy Marketers Optimize Customer Data Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Best-in-Class</th>
<th>All Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer feedback is used to create new products &amp; services</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process to share customer feedback with relevant stakeholders via role-based reporting</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardize customer data across the business</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer feedback is integrated into strategic corporate decision making</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
intelligence needed to personalize customer conversations — a must-have to satisfy the customers.

The _Big Data in CEM_ study shows that companies incur an average of $1.45 million each year in unnecessary costs due to poor customer data management practices. This means that CMOs streamlining their data capture and usage activities also minimize the risk of such expenses. Since shareholders always welcome cutting costs, standardizing customer data across the business is highly recommended for firms looking to delight both the shareholders and the customers.

In addition to standardizing customer data, businesses should also ensure seamless integration across enterprise systems storing this data (e.g., marketing automation and CRM). While there might be initial costs to ensure such integration, the benefits far outweigh the costs in the short-term as well as in the long-run.

Establishing a sound foundation for customer data paves the way to achieve optimal outcomes from marketing campaigns. To this point, one of the distinguishing characteristics of top performing marketing organizations is the ability to combine journey management activities with omni-channel activities (see sidebar). This refers to a CMO’s ability to orchestrate marketing activities in such a fashion that, regardless of the channels used to interact with buyers, each customer receives a personalized message that is tailored based on the context of previous interactions. Figure 4 shows that the savvy CMOs are 52% more likely than All Others to have this capability (88% vs. 58%).

---

**Definition: Omni-channel**

For the purposes of this research, Aberdeen uses the term “omni-channel” to define activities that help marketers deliver personalized and consistent customer experiences across multiple channels (e.g., phone, social media, web, mobile and email) and devices (in-store, laptop and smart phone).

The end goal of these activities is to ensure that the context and experience from each channel and device carries over across all other touch-points to ensure consistency of conversations via multiple touch-points.

Findings from Aberdeen’s April 2015 Content Marketing survey reveal that Best-in-Class marketers are 60% more likely to personalize and segment their customer base based on channels of interaction, compared to All Others.
How Influencer Marketing Helps Savvy Marketers

Earlier in this document, we observed that CMOs who excel in managing customer journeys enjoy 24% greater social ‘buzz,’ compared to their competitors. Figure 4 sheds light into how they are able to conquer the hearts (and wallets) of buyers. Top performing CMOs are 81% more likely to have an influencer marketing program in place, compared to All Others (56% vs. 31%).

Influencer marketing refers to having a formal organizational program to determine the most loyal and the most influential buyers, and design targeted marketing campaigns to encourage them to share their positive experiences with their networks to acquire new buyers as well as elevate brand awareness.

Aberdeen’s March 2015 *Customer Engagement: From Interactions to Relationships* study revealed that businesses successfully using an omni-channel strategy enjoy 14.6% year-over-year increase in annual company revenue and 13.0% annual improvement in customer retention rates. This compares to 10.8% year-over-year increase in company revenue and 7.7% annual increase in customer retention rates by firms without omni-channel activities. These findings validate that the top performing marketers — those who marry omni-channel and journey management — do indeed meet the differing demands of both customers and shareholders.

Relevancy and timeliness of marketing messages are key ingredients of omni-channel activities. Building and sustaining an infrastructure that allows marketers to address rapidly changing buyer needs requires CMOs to enable the marketing team with the ability to easily create, manage and update marketing content — without relying on IT. Providing marketers with relevant technology tools (e.g., content marketing and
campaign management) to manage content with minimal to no coding knowledge boosts organizational ability to better align marketing conversations with buyers. Furthermore, findings from Aberdeen’s April 2014 *Optimizing the E-Commerce Experience: Empower Business Users to Delight Customers* study shows that companies with this capability also meet the shareholders expectations of positive financial results through driving 81% greater annual increase in ROMI, compared to organizations not empowering their marketing teams (15.9% vs. 8.8%).

The activities outlined thus far are vital to help modern marketing leadership to overcome challenges in using customer data to orchestrate buyer journeys. They also help marketers ensure a tight alignment between their activities and the expectations of shareholders and customers. However, despite The Money’s traditional focus on short-term results, managing mid-to-long term marketing effectiveness is just as important to become a Best-in-Class CMO. Indeed, Figure 5 shows that savvy CMOs are 22% more likely to have established metrics to regularly gauge their performance against organizational and industry benchmarks, compared to All Others (66% vs. 54%).

**Figure 5: Regularly Assess & Fine-Tune Marketing Activities for Superior Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percent of Respondents, n=207</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Established KPIs to measure effectiveness of marketing activities</td>
<td>66% Best-in-Class, 54% All Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer referrals and word-of-mouth activities monitored and analyzed to assess earned-media results</td>
<td>61% Best-in-Class, 22% All Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create models of customer buying behavior processes to map customer journeys</td>
<td>46% Best-in-Class, 33% All Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Aberdeen Group, April 2015

CMOs must overcome certain challenges in order to satisfy customers and shareholders. When navigated smartly, the path to mitigate these challenges is a very rewarding one. To find the right path, simply follow the lead of the savvy CMOs who have already been there.
How Journey Mapping Ensures Continuous Performance Improvements

Customer behaviors and expectations are very dynamic. The channels that worked to reach consumers in a particular buyer segment may no longer be appropriate after a certain time. As such, it’s critical that marketers regularly map customer behavioral activities to keep journey models for each segment up-to-date.

Best-in-Class CMOs are 39% more likely to understand the importance of this capability and make it a part of their activities, compared to All Others. Doing so helps them keep the pulse of the customers, and make appropriate modifications to track and address their changing needs.

While the individual metrics used by each marketing organization will vary based on the nature of the business and its objectives, identifying the relevant metrics to measure marketing outcomes must be top of mind for all CMOs. For, in the absence of such established metrics, marketing programs will be measured in different ways by different people, and this will make it harder to identify how each program meets expectations.

Considering that CMOs are focused to delight both the customers and the shareholders, the metrics used to gauge their results should also represent organizational success in accomplishing this goal. As such, metrics demonstrating the financial impact of marketing programs such as ROMI and average conversion rates should be a part of assessing a CMO’s performance. Companies should also incorporate metrics such as customer retention rates and customer lifetime value as they reflect a CMO’s success in understanding and addressing the needs of the customers.

Recommendations

Over the past decade, we’ve witnessed the role of the CMO being elevated to new heights. Marketing leaders today are expected to remain on top of and ahead of customer expectations, and be more agile than ever. While delighting the empowered customer is already a substantial challenge, CMOs must also meet the expectations of yet another key stakeholder — company shareholders.

We also noted that bridging the gap between expectations of these two key stakeholders is challenging, but not impossible. CMOs need to overcome certain challenges such as making better use of customer data to orchestrate customer journeys. However, for those who do — the Best-in-Class — the rewards...
are substantial. Top performing CMOs enjoy far superior results in growing annual company revenue as well as satisfying and retaining their buyers, compared to competitors. In other words, these savvy marketing leaders have figured out how to meet the unique needs of the customers as well as the shareholders. If you currently struggle in accomplishing such alignment, we recommend adopting the following activities to join the ranks of these savvy marketers.

➔ **Connect the right data and make it actionable for individual customers.** The ability to successfully orchestrate a customer journey hinges on your ability to establish a comprehensive and timely view of the interactions you have with buyers across multiple channels. You must have a holistic strategy that encompasses all the data required to deliver a great customer experience. If you currently struggle with getting the most out of your existing data in your targeted marketing campaigns, consider how you currently capture, store and use data across systems such as CRM, ERP, e-commerce and web analytics. In doing so, we highly recommend integrating data from offline interactions with digital interactions as customers don’t differentiate between the two and their journey interacting with a firm often consists of both.

➔ **Establish a single command center to orchestrate cross-channel experiences.** Aberdeen’s CEM Executive’s Agenda 2015 study shows that 100% (all) of marketers are using at least two channels to interact with customers. This means that using multiple channels is no longer a differentiator, but a requirement. One of the pitfalls companies fall into when managing buyer conversations across multiple channels is the lack of a centralized
system that canvases all customer interactions and helps orchestrate them. For example, are you able to coordinate your advertising activities (e.g., Facebook ads) with other cross-channel marketing programs (e.g., email campaigns)? Savvy CMOs understand how a single hub to orchestrate customer journeys helps accomplish this goal, and therefore, distinguish themselves by adopting and nurturing such a system to ensure consistency and personalization while driving top-notch results.

- Arm your marketing team with the right tools for content excellence. As customer behavior changes, so must your marketing content in order to keep up with these changes. This requires that your marketing team is able to swiftly and easily create and change content to be used in marketing campaigns targeted to different audiences — a key enabler of success in omni-channel marketing. If your marketing team relies on others to make such changes, we highly recommend you to empower them with content creation tools that allow creating and managing relevant and timely content with minimal-to-no technical knowledge. Creating a more nimble environment will also inspire creativity with the content created; the easier it is allows for more time to think of new campaigns.

- Lay the foundation for attributing ROI, revenue, and performance to marketing campaigns. The shareholders don’t like to see short-lived performance gains. Similarly, customers don’t like to see organizations focus on their needs in the short-term and abandon them in the long-run. How do you close the loop between those two ends and drive greater ROI and value through cross-channel marketing programs? Can you identify which
marketing activities drive conversions to closed business or the tie-in between offline (e.g., in-store and trade shows) and digital interactions (e.g., social media and web)? If not, then we recommend you use technology tools such as business intelligence and marketing automation to identify how each activity contributes towards such desired results. This allows answering the above questions and helps firms determine the precise results associated with each marketing activity.

For more information on this or other research topics, please visit www.aberdeen.com.
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